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Abstract—As a critical enabler of the next generation networks,
network slicing can dynamically and flexibly create virtual
networks leveraging necessary network resources for services
with different quality of service (QoS) requirements. To satisfy
the strict QoS requirements of some vertical industries, e.g.,
industry automation, the Deterministic Networking (DetNet)
concept has been recently proposed to investigate deterministic
service provisioning with bounds on service latency, loss, and
jitter. A critical issue for providing deterministic services is how
to allocate the right amount of resources that ensures the QoS
requirements within a network slice. In this paper, we first
obtain the amount of network resources needed for a network
slice, using the stochastic network calculus (SNC) method, to
ensure the end-to-end latency requirement under specific traffic
demands. We then study the network slice deployment problem
in an IP-over-WDM (wavelength division multiplexing) metro
aggregation network and propose a heuristic with three different
objectives: minimizing traffic hops, minimizing lightpaths and
minimizing wavelengths, which can help network service provider
to optimize network deployment under different considerations.
The simulation results show the comparison of the resource
utilization under different strategies.

functions, called Service Function Chain (SFC) [3] [4]. A
SFC consists of a number of network functions of different
types, instantiated and accessed following a specific order [5].
Inspired by the fundamental idea behind NFV, i.e. decoupling
the software implementation of network functions from the
hardware infrastructure [6], the virtualized network functions
(VNFs) in a SFC can be deployed on general-purpose processors (GPPs) rather than proprietary hardware [7]. These VNFs
can be easily installed/uninstalled in a server/virtual machine
(VM), or migrate from one server to another in order to satisfy
the service requirements stipulated by service level agreements
(SLAs) [8] [9].

Index Terms—5G, Beyond 5G, Network Slicing, Deterministic
Networking, Stochastic Network Calculus, IP over WDM, and
Network Optimization.

Fig. 1: The distribution of latency experienced by packets in
a network slice.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE next generation networks are expected to provide a
more flexible and scalable paradigm whereby network
slices (NS) can be dynamically and virtually created to accommodate a wide variety of applications with different qualityof-service (QoS) requirements [1]. The service requirements
of the fifth generation mobile networks (5G) necessitate the
use of emerging technologies, such as software-defined networking (SDN) and network function virtualization (NFV),
which enables the concept of Network Slicing (NS). NS is
the key enabler towards the “network-as-a-service” paradigm
[2], which partitions a physical network into multiple slices
whereby each slice can be viewed as a chain of network
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Thanks to its flexibility and customization features, NS is
supposed to support various vertical industries, such as industry automation, vehicle internet, which have highly strict QoS
requirements. To this end, a new concept called Deterministic
Networking (DetNet) [10] [11] is proposed by the IETF DetNet Working Group to study implementation of deterministic
data paths for real-time applications (e.g., audio and video
streaming, vehicle remote control) with extremely low packet
loss rates, low packet delay variations (i.e., jitter), and bounded
latencies. As shown in Fig.1, packets of a network slice would
experience a certain latency with a probability P when passing
through a switch, because of the statistic multiplexing feature
of Ethernet networks. DetNet aims 1) to reduce the higher
bound of latency to ensure latency distribution within the
latency requirement Rl , in other words, avoid the long tail of
latency distribution, and 2) to shorten the difference between
the lower bound and the higher bound of latency, to ultimately
reduce the jitter.
In this paper, we will investigate the resource provisioning
problem so as to form a “deterministic latency-bounded network slice”. For example, there are two network slices: one
network slice consists of a service function chain {s1 , s2 , s3 }
whereby the end-to-end latency of 60% packets must be less
than 50 ms, whiles another network slice runs another service
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function chain {s2 , s3 , s4 } whereby the delay of 90% packets
must be less than 10 ms. To create such two network slices,
the network service provider (NSP) shall determine how to
allocate network resources, including computation resources
for VNFs along the service chain and bandwidth resources for
routing the traffic between VNFs, in an adequate manner that
ensures the deterministic latency requirements. The amount of
resources required for such two slices are different, intuitively,
different amount of resources yield different service latencies.
Hereby, we divide this study into two parts which can be
summarized as follows:
•

•

What is the minimum amount of resources needed for
a network slice given the traffic demand to satisfy the
latency requirement?
How to deploy network slices so that the overall network
resource utilization is minimized?

To solve the first problem, we introduce the Stochastic
Network Calculus (SNC) [23] method to estimate latency
bound given the amount of resources allocated for a network
slice under a given traffic arrival. Indeed, classical queuing
theory analyzes a network of queues by providing an average
performance estimation, which is not accurate enough. To
solve this problem, Deterministic Network Calculus (DNC)
[24] has been developed as a set of tools that can analyse
network performance by providing a worst-case latency bound.
In addition, in order to deal with SLA in such a form of
latency bounds: e.g., 95% packets have less than 10 ms
latency, SNC is proposed by introducing probability when
calculating latency bounds, which is not too pessimistic for
latency estimation. In turn, we can determine the amount
of resources needed for a slice with SNC given the latency
requirement of a network slice.
Regarding the second problem, we consider it in an IPover-wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) based metroaggregation network architecture. WDM-based optical underlying network provides not only huge network bandwidth
capacity, but also lower switching latency compared with
electric switching. Recently, China Telecom has proposed
M-OTN (Mobile-Optical Transport Networks) to form 5G
transport network architecture for hosting 5G services by
flexible slicing in an optical-electric hybrid network. Although
optical communication brings huge bandwidth capacities, we
need also to balance the huge capacities and costs for fiber
deployment. Thus, we integrate the VNF resource allocation
with traffic grooming, which is the classical problem in
IP-over-WDM networks, together to formulate the network
slice deployment problem for minimizing the network cost.
In this problem, VNF resource allocation can be modelled
as a knapsack problem and traffic grooming is actually a
routing and wavelength allocation (RWA) problem in IP-overWDM networks. Based on this, we propose a deterministic
latency bound based network slice deployment strategy with
three different objectives: minimizing traffic hops, minimizing
lightpaths and minimizing wavelengths (i.e., referred to as
minHop, minLP and minW L, respectively) to provide
an efficient slice deployment solution according to NSP’s
different considerations on network deployment.

2

Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
• We first investigate the amount of resources needed for
a network slice given the traffic demand and latency
requirement. This information can help NSP to allocate
enough quantity of network resources to a specific network slice without violating the latency requirement.
• We then propose an efficient network slice deployment
strategy with the three objectives and compare the proposed strategy with two existing strategies.
Note that, the purpose of this paper is to minimize the
overall network costs while ensuring the deterministic endto-end latency of each network slice, rather than to minimize
the end-to-end latency. We first derive the minimum amount of
network resources that should be allocated to a network slice
to meet the latency requirement with SNC. Then, we devise
the strategy to deploy the network slices with the amount of
network resources derived from the first step with the objective
of minimizing the overall network cost.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses the related work. Section III introduces a typical
IP-over-WDM metro-aggregation network architecture. We
formulate the target problem in Section IV and our solution
is presented in Section V. Section VI shows the performance
evaluation. Section VII concludes this paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The authors in [12] proposed a multi-domain orchestration
and management framework to address the challenges of
network slicing when utilizing federated resources. Based on
this, the authors in [13] introduced of a new architecture
in compliance with the ETSI-NFV model and the 3GPP
specifications. They then formulated a Mixed Integer Linear
Programming (MILP) model and a greedy-based heuristic algorithm to solve the cross-domain network slicing deployment
problem regardless the underlying topologies (i.e., both the
VNF layer and the physical layer). This is while satisfying
all constraints and specifications requested by the end-user
or a given vertical’s application by investigating the possible
trade-offs between execution runtime and network slice deployment time. The results show that the proposed solution
guarantees the required delay and bandwidth, ensures efficient
usage of both the VNF nodes and the physical nodes, and
reduces the service provider’s Operating Expenditure (OPEX).
In [14], the slice isolation requirement is mainly considered in
WDM-OTN based metro aggregation networks for the radio
access networks (RAN) slice deployment problem based on
the 3-layer RAN architecture. This paper jointly solved the
RAN function placement and RWA problems when deploying
a RAN slice by proposing a heuristic to minimize 1) the
number of active physical nodes (i.e, hosting RAN functions)
and 2) the number of established wavelength channels under
constraints of network capacity and latency requirements.
Zhang et al [15] presented a hierarchically two-phase solution for joint optimization of VNF chain placement and
request scheduling problem. They formulated the VNF chain
placement problem as a variant of variable-sized bin-packing
problem and proposed a priority-driven weighted heuristic
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Fig. 2: 5G integrated metro aggregation network architecture.

for VNF chain placement to ensure a near-optimal solution.
Then, to minimize the average response latency of each
service instance, they also proposed another heuristic for
request scheduling to optimize request scheduling cost. The
authors in [16] investigated the problem of resource allocation,
particularly the joint task of access control (AC) and VNFforwarding graph embedding (FGE). Two variants of such a
problem with respect to VNF splitting and multi-path routing
were considered. By mathematically formulating the joint task
as an ILP in case of unsplittable VNF and non-permissible
multi-path routing, and as a MILP, when covering splittable
VNF and multi-path routing scenarios, the authors employed
successive convex approximation methods as well as heuristic
approaches to find the solution of AC/FGE in a tractable
manner. Through simulations, they demonstrated that such
methods outperform earlier methods presented to address the
AC/FGE problem.
Although the above mentioned research work attempt to
solve the resource allocation and service scheduling problem
from different perspectives, they did not consider slice deployment under a precise latency requirement and hence can not
ensure an end-to-end deterministic service latency for network
slices. To this end, the authors in [17] tried to investigate the
relationship between the amount of resources allocated to a
slice and the service latency bound. They applied stochastic
network calculus to derive the latency bound for a given traffic
distribution and amount of resources. This is also helpful for
network service providers to improve network utilization without violating QoS constraints. The authors in [18] proposed
a new DASH-based solution using the deterministic network
calculus (DNC) theory in SDN-enabled networks to provide
users with high video quality. The proposed solution leverages
the benefits of SDN to provide the clients with the highest
possible video quality whilst ensuring the delay bound.

With respect to these research work, in this paper, we focus
on slice deployment with the objective of ensuring a deterministic latency bound in an IP-over-WDM metro aggregation
network. We use SNC to determine the amount of resources
to be allocated to a slice. We then solve the problem by jointly
considering the VNF placement and RWA for network slices.
The findings of this work shall help operators to efficiently
deploy network slices so that ensures their respective DetNet
requirements.
III. IP- OVER -WDM BASED M ETRO AGGREGATION
N ETWORK A RCHITECTURE
From the perspectives of flexible service provisioning, the
5G metro aggregation network architecture is conceived to be a
deep convergence of cloud and network, supported by the NFV
and SDN technologies. As shown in Fig.2, computation and
bandwidth resources located within central offices (COs) can
be managed federatively under the controller of different network domains with VNF and network management functions.
The service quality of a network slice can be largely impacted
by the allocated resources of connectivity (i.e., bandwidth) and
computation.
For the underlying transport networks, to increase the network bandwidth capacity and alleviate electronic limitations
on the device speed, the rise of optical fibre communications
brings huge capacities to the Internet with the ability of
multiplexing low rate signals into a higher rate transmission.
WDM is a kind of multiplexing scheme that is analogous to
frequency division multiplexing (FDM) in radio communications. In WDM, optical bandwidth is divided into several lower
narrow-band channels, referred to as wavelengths. Signals are
transformed into a compatible wavelength configuration from
the client sides through transponders and are multiplexed using
wavelength multiplexers. At the receiver sides, the composite
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Fig. 3: IP over WDM network architecture with transparent mode (RP = router port, TSP = transponder, OXC = optical
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WDM signals are de-multiplexed into individual wavelength
channels by received clients. Optical Cross Connects (OXC)
are essential elements in the WDM network as they can
provide switching ability of WDM channels between input
and output ports, in addition to wavelength management
and protection functionality. WDM, as the direct provider of
capacity, can act as the logical channel to carry the IP payload,
hence the current layered combination as IP over WDM [20].
In this combination, the IP layer is used for traffic aggregation, protection, and route calculation, whereas the WDM
layer is responsible for providing routes, flow protection and
network restoration. Note that in IP-over-wavelength routed
networks, switching is performed based on the knowledge
of the wavelengths and the ports of entry, which needs the
coordination of packets and wavelength management function
among different layers using the 5G network orchestrator.
Moreover, the SDN technology needs to be extended to the
optical domain to improve the controllability of the networks
by flexibly configuring, modifying and managing the network
based on different QoS requirements. The controllers in different domains are supposed to cooperate on the network
configuration and management to provide customized network
slices with deterministic QoS. Fig. 3 shows the components
used in an IP over WDM network:
IP routers are the part for routing traffic flows from user
devices (e.g., servers, cellular access points) which represent
the client side of the optical terminals. They receive the
aggregated traffic from edge routers and interface the optical
side of the networks.
OXC routers, working in the translucent mode (combination of opaque and transparent mode [21]), consist of both
electronic module and optical module offering both options
for switching signals. If the signal just needs to passby the
switching node, the wavelength routing can be applied only
with optical module, no optical-electrical-optical (OEO) conversion happens, e.g., request 1 shown in Fig. 3. However, if
the signal needs to be processed in the intermediate switching
node, electronic module comes in handy to provide traffic
routing to the servers, e.g., request 2. The client side of the
transponder (TSP) receives the signal from the IP router port

(RP), and converts the client side signal into the required
WDM wavelength signal.
We assume that the links that connect a server to a router
in a node have capacities equal to the sum of the other
ports of the router, so that there is no bottleneck in the
local communication between a router and a server. In this
paper, the latency contributors include computing latency in
servers, electronic switching latency, optical switching latency
and signal propagation latency in optical fibers. Because light
travels approximately 1.5 times slower through optical fiber
than in a vacuum, the latency is 5 µsec per kilometer. In
the metro aggregation network context, optical switching and
signal propagation latency contributor can be ignored, since
it is negligible compared with other latency contributors (in
order of milliseconds), thus, we only consider the computing
and electronic switching latency in this paper.
IV. D ETERMINISTIC L ATENCY B OUND BASED S LICE
D EPLOYMENT P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
A. Minimum Resource Capacity for a Network Slice Under
Latency Requirement
A network slice request can be modelled as r = hS, A, T, pi,
where S = {s1 , s2 , ..., sm } is the m ordered VNFs forming
service chain of this slice, V = {vm+1 , vm+2 , ..., vn } is the
ordered virtual links between VNFs, A denotes traffic arrivals
of this network slice, T is the end-to-end latency requirement,
and p is the percentage of the traffic arrivals whose end-to-end
latency must be less than T .
Ci , i ∈ (1, n) denotes the required amount of packets which
must be processed per second on a VNF si or transported
per second on a link vi so that the required latency can
be satisfied. Let ωi denote the amount of computation or
bandwidth resources to process/transmit one packet on si
or vi . It is determined by the task type of the corresponding VNF si , different VNFs are featured with different ωi .
In this work, we assume that traffic arrivals to a network
slice obey the Gaussian distribution, since various studies of
real Internet traffic validated that the Internet traffic exhibits
Gaussian characteristics [22]. That is, the amount of packet
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arrivals A(t) during a time duration t follows a distribution
A(t) ∼ N (µt, σ 2 t).
Based on the SNC theory, given C = {C1 , C2 , ..., Cn },
traffic arrivals A and the percentage p, an experienced endto-end service latency Dr (p, A, C1 , ..., Cn ) of a network
slice r can be derived. The derivation of latency function
Dr (p, A, C1 , ..., Cn ) is not the focus of this paper and can be
referred to [17]. In turn, given the latency requirement T of
a network slice, we can obtain the C = {C1 , C2 , ..., Cn } that
should be allocated to this slice in order to satisfy the latency
requirement Dr (p, A, C1 , ..., Cn ) ≤ T , which is formulated as
follows:
Problem 1:
min
Ci

n
X

ωi Ci

(1)

V. D ETERMINISTIC L ATENCY BASED N ETWORK S LICE
D EPLOYMENT S TRATEGY
In this section, we will introduce the deterministic latency
based network slice deployment strategy. The objective of
this strategy is to minimize the network resource utilization
when deploying network slices with deterministic latency
requirements. Basically, the network slice deployment can be
divided into two parts: VNF placement and traffic routing
between VNFs. In this paper, we focus on the traffic routing
and wavelength allocation. The VNFs of a network slice are
assumed to be deployed with first-fit strategy after determining
the path for this network slice.
S

b

i=1

D

c

2

1

s.t. D(p, A, C1 , ..., Cn ) ≤ T

(2)

a

We refer to the solution proposed in [17] to solve the
Problem 1, and the minimum resource capacity in Problem
1 can be derived as follows1 :
Ci = ln

(ωi − ω1 )α + ω1 e
ωi

f

(3)

All Ci can be expressed in terms of C1 . If we can find
the minimum C1 that makes D(p, A, C1 ) = T , the Problem
1 is solved. We know that 99.7% traffic arrivals lie in the
range of [µ − 3σ, µ + 3σ] if we assume a Gaussian traffic
distribution. Considering that the number of arrivals cannot be
negative and the service rate should always exceed the mean
arrival rate, the solution of C1 locates in the range of C1 ∈
[µ, µ + 3σ]. Thus, we can apply bisection search algorithm to
find the minimum value of C1 that can make D(p, A, C1 ) = T
true, the probability of missing the optimal C1 will be less than
0.03%.

B. Deterministic Latency Bound Based Slice Deployment
After determining the resource requirement of a single
network slice, we investigate the slice deployment problem
in IP-over-WDM metro aggregation networks, which can
be formally stated as follows. Given i) a metro-aggregation
network topology, represented by a graph G(N, E), where N
is the set of nodes and E is the set of optical fiber links,
and ii) network slices with resource requirements C derived
in Section IV.A, we need determine how to deploy slices over
the physical infrastructure with three objectives: i) minimizing
the total traffic hops, ii) minimizing the established lightpaths,
and iii) minimizing the active wavelengths. In the next section,
we propose the efficient algorithms to solve this problem for
different objectives which are usually conflicting with each
other.
1 The definition of α and θ can also be referred in [17], we just need to
know Ci is proportional to C1 in this paper.
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A. Traffic grooming in IP-ove-WDM networks
For the sake of clarity, we divide the envisioned IP-overWDM network into three layers: IP layer, lightpath layer and
WDM layer. The traffic of network slices are generated in
the IP layer and multiple IP traffic flows can be multiplexed
into one wavelength channel which can be referred to as
a lightpath. As shown in Fig.4, one connection in IP layer
denotes one network slice. We assume the set of network
slices to be deployed as r1 (a, b), r2 (b, c), r3 (a, d). Specifically,
r1 (a, b) denotes that the source and destination nodes are a
and b nodes on the physical topology. Initially, there are no
established paths for hosting r1 (a, b). A new lightpath needs to
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TABLE I: Comparison of different routing options for r3 (a, d)
Option
3(a)
3(b)

Hops
2
3

Lightpaths
2
1

Wavelengths
3
1

6

•

NFV nodes
a,c,d
a,b,c,d

be established by routing along the shortest path {a, b}2 on the
physical topology and using wavelength λ1 in link (a, b). The
directed edge ha, bi is added in the ligthpath layer to represent
a newly established lightpath. Since there is no intermediate
node between the source and destination nodes of this network
slice, a single hop grooming is performed. If there is no
restriction on VNF placement, the VNFs of r2 (b, c) can be
deployed onto nodes B and C with first-fit strategy if there
are enough computing resources. Similarly, the network slice
r2 (b, c) is groomed by establishing a new ligthpath hb, ci using
wavelength λ1 . The deployment of network slice r3 (a, d) is
slightly different. Since there is no direct link between physical
nodes A and D, there are multiple candidate paths for r3 (a, d).
For example, as shown in Fig.4, the physical paths for network
slice r3 (a, d) could be either {a, b, c, d} or {a, f, c, d}. For the
network segment from A to C, there are two options that can
be applied to the traffic routing as shown in Fig. 4:
3(a): Establish a new ligthpath between node A and Node
C by routing along the shortest path {a, f, c} in the physical
topology using wavelength λ2 in each of the two links. A
new lightpath edge will be added on the lightpath layer. Then,
single hop grooming is performed in this case without O-E-O
conversion in the path.
3(b): Reuse the existing lightpath ha, bi , hb, ci, if the residual capacity of both two lightpaths is enough for the traffic
load of this network slice. Since the traffic is dropped at node
B to IP router and then added to lightpath hb, ci, even these two
lightpaths use the same wavelength λ1 , multi hop grooming
is performed. An O-E-O conversion that happens at the node
B which will cause a switching latency.
Although 3(a) grooms the traffic into one lightpath, which
is a single hop grooming (1 traffic hop), it will occupy a
newly established wavelength λ2 along the path {a, f, c}. On
the contrary, 3(b) reuses the existing lightpaths and increases
the wavelength resource efficiency, but it leads to a multi hop
grooming and an O-E-O conversion is required. A summary
of these two options in terms of traffic hops, lightpaths, wavelengths and NFV nodes is given in Table. I. Obviously, the
traffic hops are 2/3 if 3(a)/3(b) are applied respectively. The
number of newly established lightpaths is 2 (i.e., ha, ci , hc, di)
in 3(a), while the number of newly established lightpaths is 1
(i.e., hc, di) in 3(b). As for wavelength, the number of newly
activated wavelengths in 3(a) is 3 (i.e., λ2 in (a, f ) and (f, c),
λ3 in (c, d)), while 3(b) only activates one wavelength λ3
in (c, d). Finally, there are three nodes (i.e., a, c, d) where
VNFs of r3 (a, d) can be deployed in 3(a), while the VNFs
can be deployed on nodes a, b, c, d in 3(b). In general, given a
network slice r(s, d), the network operator has the following
four different options to deploy r(s, d).
2 In this paper, we use () to denote a link in WDM layer, hi to denote a
lightpath in lightpath layer, and {} to denote a path in WDM layer.

•

•
•

Option 1 : Search the lightpath layer to find an existing
lightpath with sufficient spare capacity that connects
directly s with d and then routes r(s, d) on it (i.e.,
single hop grooming). In this case, the VNFs are deployed into source and destination nodes of this lightpath.
Option 2 : Search the lightpath layer to find a logical
path consisting of multiple lightpaths, each with sufficient
spare capacity that connects s and d and then routes
r(s, d) on it (multi hop grooming). In this case, the
VNFs can be placed in the intermediate nodes along this
logical path.
Option 3 : Establish a new lightpath directly between s
and d and then route r(s, d) on it (single hop grooming).
Option 4 : Partly reuse the existing lightpath(s) with
sufficient spare capacity and then establish new lightpath
along the given path (multi hop grooming).

B. Deterministic Latency based Slice Deployment
Although the required network resources of a network slice
can be obtained with the solution in Section IV.A, the actual
resource consumption of a slice relies on routing scheme as
well, e.g., grooming the slice into a shorter path will result
in less bandwidth consumption. Moreover, there also exist
tradeoffs between the traffic hops, lightpaths and wavelengths
by applying various routing schemes. single hop grooming
leads to less lightpaths. However, it causes more wavelengths
consumption since the traffic flow occupies an exclusive
wavelength channel along the path. multi hop grooming
can facilitate more bandwidth resource multiplexing, but will
involve more lightpaths.
Based on the four options mentioned above, we introduce
the proposed strategy, namely the Deterministic Latency based
Slice Deployment (DLSD) strategy. The deployment strategy
is designed with three different objectives: minHop, minLP ,
minW L [26].
Before introducing our proposed solution, we need to modify option-4 with several objectives. As shown in Fig. 5,
the solid lines represent existing lightpaths between nodes.
For request r4 (A, E) to be deployed, there are no single or
multiple existing lightpath(s) connecting node A and node
E. By applying option-4, different options can be chosen. If
the objective is to minimize the traffic hops, a new lightpath
hB, Ei should be established directly (dashed line 1). If the
objective is to minimize the number of lightpaths, either
lightpath hB, Ei or hC, Di can be applied. If the objective is
to minimize the number of wavelengths, the lightpath hC, Di
(dashed line 2) should be established.

A

B

C

2: minWL

D

E

1: minHop

Fig. 5: Option-4 with different objectives.
Based on the above, the DLSD strategy with different
objectives is described as follows:
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Algorithm 1: Deterministic Latency based Slice Deployment (DLSD).
Input: network slice requests R, physical topology
GP (VP , EP )
Output: (VNFs placement, RWA) scheme
1 Initialize GL (VL , EL ) by VL ← VP , EL ← ∅
2 S ← P reP rocess(R) while S 6= ∅ do
3
for r ∈ S
4
if objective = minHop then
5
Path ← Search(GL , r) #Option 1
6
if Path = N U LL then
7
l ← rwa(Gp , r) #Option 3
8
if l = N U LL then
9
Apply Option-4 with minHop
10
S ← S − {r}
11
else
12
GL ← grooming(GL , l, r)
13
S ← S − {r}
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

else
GL ← grooming(GL , P ath, r)
S ← S − {r}
else if objective = minLP/minW L then
Path ← Search(GL , r) #Option 1&2
if P ath = N U LL then
Option-4 with minLP/minW L
S ← S − {r}
else
GL ← grooming(GL , P ath, r)
S ← S − {r}

minHop – Minimize the total number of traffic hops: For a
given network slice, single hop grooming option-1 is selected
first. If it does not succeed, then single hop grooming option3 is tried. If option-3 fails, then option-4 is chosen with
the objective of minimizing traffic hops. Here, we define the
traffic hops of a network slice as the number of hops between
source and destination nodes. For example, if there is no OE-O conversion in this network slice, the traffic hops of this
network slice is one.
minLP – Minimize the number of established lightpaths:
For a given network slice, option-1 is selected first. If is does
not succeed, then option-2 is tried. If both options fail, option
4 with the objective of minimizing the number of lightpaths
can be applied.
minW L – Minimize the number of wavelengths used for
the establishment of lightpaths: For a given network slice,
option-1 is tried first. If it fails, then option-2 is tried. If
both options fail, a new lightpath is going to be established.
Option 3 and option 4 with the objective of minimizing the
number of wavelengths are compared, and the option with
fewer wavelengths will be chosen.
The complete algorithm pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 1. Initially, a graph GL (VL , EL ) of lightpath layer is
created to store the existing lightpath information (line 1)
and GP (VG , EG ) represents the physical network topology
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(i.e., WDM layer). Then, network slices are processed by
P reP rocess() to sort the requests in terms of service latency
requirements (line 2). Network slices with strict latency requirements are handled with high priority. If the algorithm
objective is minHop, we will search if there are existing
lightpaths in GL that can host the requested network slice
r with Search() (line 5). Otherwise, a new lightpath is going
to be established with rwa(GP , r) performing the required
RWA on GP (line 7). In rwa(GP , r), we employ shortest path
algorithm and the well-known First-Fit policy for wavelength
assignment. The lightpath l, returned by rwa(), is then used
for grooming r, then deploying the requested network slice
r with grooming(GL , l, r) (line 12). If there is no available
wavelength for establishing a new lightpath for r, option-4 is
then performed with minHop for a multi-hop routing scheme
(line 10). If there is an existing lightpath for accommodating
network slice request r, grooming(GL , P ath, r) is carried
out to multiplex the traffic into existing lightpath GL (line
15). If the objective is minLP/minW L, we first search for
existing lightpath(s) in GL (line 18). If none is available,
option-4 (multi-hop grooming) is performed which tries to
reuse lightpaths and avoids establishing a new lightpath (line
20).
It
shall
be
noted
that
in
the
cases
of
minHop/minLP/minW L, the VNF placement will
be performed after the path is selected. For example, if
the path selected for a network slice is a single − hop
path, the VNFs of the network slice r will be placed in
the source and destination nodes of the selected path. If the
path selected is a multi − hop path, the VNFs will be also
placed on the intermediate node(s) besides the source and
destination nodes of the selected path. In order to prevent
congestion at specific nodes (that would ultimately impact
the network slice deployment), VNFs are placed onto nodes
with the maximum residual resources along the path, with
the objective of balancing the usage of computing resources
among the physical nodes. Specifically, after selecting a
path, the resource utilization of each node along the path is
checked, and VNFs are placed onto the physical node(s) with
the least computation load.
C. Complexity Analysis
Now we give a brief complexity analysis of the proposed
algorithm.
Proof: The search() procedure adopted is performed
on the lightpath layer to find the shortest lightpath(s) with
adequate capacity based on Breadth First Search (BFS). Thus,
the time complexity of search() is O(|VL | + |EL |) i.e.
O(n + |EL |), due to |VL | = |VP |. rwa() also employs BFS
for finding the shortest path in WDM layer, then the time
complexity of rwa() is O(|VP | + |EP |) i.e. O(m + n). For the
option-4, the worst-case result is to perform a rwa() on WDM
layer, so the time complexity is also O(m + n). The overall
time complexity of proposed algorithm is as follow. When the
worst case happens, i.e. no existing lightpath(s) is available
and no new lightpath can be established, both search(), rwa()
and option-4 contribute to the running time, then an order of
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n + m + |EL | time is incurred for a network slice. Therefore,
we can obtain the worst-case time complexity of proposed
algorithm as O(|R|(n + m + |EL |)).
VI. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
Hereunto, we evaluate the performance of our proposed
network slice deployment strategy.
Simulation Setup: In the simulations, we consider a topology
containing 30 physical nodes as in [27]. The computing
resource capacity of each physical node is set to 2000 units.
One resource unit refers to the ability to handle one packet
of 64 Bytes at 10k packet per second (kpps). According to
[28], one CPU core can handle packets of 64 Bytes at 1.5
Mpps, which equals 150 units of resources, thus 2000 units of
resources indicate 14 CPU cores. The number of wavelengths
of each physical link between adjacent nodes are set to be
infinite, and the bandwidth capacity of a single wavelength is
set to 1 Gbps. We assume that each network slice traverses a
service function chain consisting of at most three VNFs [29]
and two links which take different amounts of resources ωi to
process/transmit one packet. Assuming that the packet size is
64 Bytes, if the mean packet arrival rate is 200 kpps, thus the
mean data rate is 100 Mbps.
Introduction of Compared Algorithms: We will give a brief
description about compared algorithms: K-shortest path first
fit (KSPFF) and C-Hop [30].
• KSPFF first calculates K shortest paths in WDM layer.
Then, among these K paths, it will search the first
available wavelength along the candidate paths until a
shortest path k with available wavelength is found. The
VNFs of network slice are distributed on the nodes along
the selected path and the traffic is routed using the first
available wavelength.
• The authors in [30] also proposed a new traffic grooming
strategy named C-Hop. The basic idea of C-Hop strategy
is to groom traffic with a fixed number of hops h on the
logical topology. It initially sets the h = 1 and groom
the requests on the path with h = 1 traffic hop. After
removing the requests that are groomed with h = 1
traffic hop successfully from the request set, it grooms
the requests in the next iteration with h + 1 until all the
requests are groomed successfully.
A. Performance of Resource Allocation for a Network Slice
under Latency Requirement
We consider network slices running service function chains
of three VNFs with traffic arrivals of 200/400 kpps whereby
the SLAs are specified as the combination of latency L and
probability p (i.e., 50 ms/70%, 80 ms/70%, 50 ms/90%, 80
ms/90%). The amount of resources needed to process one
packet on each VNF are set as ω1 = 1, ω2 = 1, ω3 = 2, the
amount of resources needed to transmit one packet is set as
ω4 = 1. Obviously, the required capacity increases along with
the increment of the mean rate of packet arrivals, as shown in
Table.II. Higher packet arrivals lead to much more resource
consumption for a network slice. Actually, SNC is supposed
to provide the worst case latency bound. It over-estimates the
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TABLE II: Resource Capacity Needed for a Network Slice.
Arrival (kpps)
µ
σ
200
25
200
25
200
25
400
55

SLA
T (ms)
p (%)
50
70
50
90
80
70
80
90

C1
231.24
250.66
226.26
551.25

Service Capacity (kpps)
C2
C3
C4
228.5
225.31
231.24
246.78
243.33
249.7
223.58
220.45
226.26
547.22
542.6
551.25

resources to reduce the probability of congestion. Effectively,
the network slices experience a much lower E2E latency when
the calculated resources are indeed allocated to them.
B. Performance of Network Slice Deployment with different
objectives
Next, we evaluate the performance of the proposed strategy
with three objectives. We set the mean packet arrival rate to
400 kpps, the latency requirement to 80 ms and p = 90%
1) Number of Hops: As shown in Fig.6, although minHop
targets on the minimum number of traffic hops among the
three objectives, KSP F F results in least traffic hops, since it
always performs single hop grooming by directly establishing
a lightpath connecting source and destination nodes. For the
other strategies, as the number of network slices increases,
the traffic grooming of network slices gradually changes from
single hop grooming to multi hop grooming. When there
are 300 network slices in the networks, the VNFs of all
network slices can be deployed directly on the source and
destination nodes of the selected path, thus resulting in 300
traffic hops, since the network resources are relatively adequate
and each network slice experiences only one traffic hop. As
the number of network slices increases, more lightpaths have
been established in the networks. Thus, minLP will have
more opportunity to perform multi hop grooming with two
or more existing lightpaths than singlehop grooming, which
will ultimately lead to more traffic hops than minHop case.
As for minW L, reducing the establishment of wavelengths
is the main consideration: it will reuse the existing lightpaths
as much as possible as minLP performs, hence the traffic
hops resulted by minLP and minW L are similar. Note that,
C − Hop leads to more traffic hops than minHop, since it
always tries to reuse the existing lightpaths with less traffic
hops, while minHop establishes a new single hop lightpath
when it cannot find a existing lightpath with single hop. Thus,
minHop results in less traffic hops.
2) Number of Lightpaths: As we can see in Fig.7, when
the number of network slices is 300, each network slice
occupies only one lightpath, since option-3 or option-1 are
the main choices for each network slice at this time. As the
number of network slices increase, minLP/minW L try to
multiplex more network slices into the existing lightpaths;
option-2 or option-4 is then more likely to be selected in
minLP/minW L when deploying the network slices. Specifically, the difference between minHop and minLP is that
minHop does not select option-2 when there is no existing
direct lightpath. It establishes a new lightpath instead. On the
other hand, minLP adopts option-2 to avoid new lightpaths.
Therefore, the number of established lightpaths of minHop
are higher than that of minLP/minW L. Note that, despite
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Fig. 6: The number of traffic hops vs the number of network
slice requests.

Fig. 8: The number of wavelengths vs the number of network
slice requests.

minLP aims at minimizing the lightpath and C − Hop
aims at minimizing the traffic hops, the number of lightpaths
established in both cased are similar. The reason is that both
cases try to groom the traffic into existing lightpaths, but with
different ways, thus they have the same performance in terms
of established lightpaths.

more resource consumption for a network slice. For example,
if the latency requirement changes from 20 ms to 50 ms,
the resource consumption will increase by 1.5 % on average.
If p increases from 70% to 90%, the resource consumption
increases by 8.5 %. Therefore, as in Fig.9, the results show that
the number of both wavelengths and lightpaths decrease with
more moderate E2E service latency requirements and lower p
values.

1400
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C-Hop
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200
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Fig. 7: The number of lightpaths vs the number of network
slice requests.
3) Number of Wavelengths: The number of wavelengths
used in the networks mean the sum of activated wavelengths
in each physical link of the network topology, and a lightpath
may contain multiple wavelengths. The number of wavelengths for a network slice usually depend on the number of
links along the selected path. From the results shown in Fig.8,
for minW L/minLP , the number of used wavelengths are
much less than that of minHop, as both minW L/minLP
take advantage of lightpath/wavelength multiplexing. Furthermore, minW L consumes less wavelengths than minLP for
the reason that it will check the number of wavelengths that
need to be activated and select the lightpath with less links in
option-4.
4) Impact of SLA on the resource utilization: Then, we
evaluate the impact of SLA on the resource usage. We set p =
70% and p = 90%, and the E2E service latency requirements
vary from 20 ms to 500 ms. The number of wavelengths
and lightpaths are then compared among the different latency
requirements and probability conditions. We evaluate minW L
in terms of the number of wavelengths and minLP in terms of
the number of lightpaths, separately. From Section VI.A, we
know that stricter latency requirements and larger p result in

wavelengths,p=0.7

wavelengths,p=0.9

lightpaths,p=0.7

lightpaths,p=0.9
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Number of Lightpaths

160

Number of Wavelengths

Number of lightpaths

1200

155

40

150

30

145
140

20

135

10

130

0

125
20

50

80

100

200

500

Latency requriements (ms)

Fig. 9: Wavelength and lightpaths vs latency requirement T
and p.

C. Performance of Network Slice Deployment under Dynamic
Network Slice Arrivals
We also evaluate the performance of proposed network slice
deployment scheme over the dynamic slice arrivals. The arrival
rates of network slices follow by the distributions shown in
Fig. 10. We set the total time units to be 50 and the number
of slice arrivals are counted every 1 time unit. Furthermore, to
emulate dynamic load environments, we also set a lifetime for
each network slice. The lifetime of each network slice follows
the exponential distribution with an average of 10 time units.
During the lifetime, the network slices should be allocated
enough resources to ensure that the latency requirements are
met. Then a network slice will release the occupied resources
when its lifetime is expired. Also, for each network slice, the
packet arrival distribution is set as µ = 200 and ρ = 25.
The maximum tolerated latency for each network slice is set
to be 50 ms and p = 70%. In this case, we perform the
DLSD strategy to deploy the network slices in sequential order
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Fig. 12: The number of wavelength for two slice arrival
distributions over time.
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than C − Hop, since C − Hop will directly establish a new
lightpath between source and destination if there is no existing
available lightpath, whereas minHop will partly establish
new lightpaths in option-4 with minHop (i.e., partly reusing
the existing lightpaths). Considering the slice arrivals under
distribution 2 will increase in the latter part, thus the slope of
curve in Fig. 11(b) increases sharply after 30 time units. The
performance of each strategies are similar with the case with
distribution 1 due to the reason discussed above.

The number of wavelengths

Network Slice Arrivals

(per 1 time unit)

based on two kinds of network slice arrivals, then compare the
results of the objective minHop, minLP and minW L with
two benchmark strategies.
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Fig. 11: The number of traffic hops for two slice arrival
distributions over time.
As shown in Fig. 11, the number of traffic hops of different
strategies over time are compared. Note that, the number of
traffic hops mean the sum of traffic hops of accumulated
network slices deployed in the networks over time. The traffic
hops count when a network slice is deployed until its lifetime
is expired. Since the slice arrivals under distribution 1 are
decreasing over time, the slope of curve in Fig. 11(a) also
decreases over time. The traffic hops of KSP F F are minimal
as it directly establishes or reuses one lightpath between source
and destination nodes of network slices. If a new lightpath
is established, one traffic hop is counted, and the number of
traffic hops will not increase if the network slice reuses an
existing lightpath in the networks. Hence, KSP F F has the
highest number of wavelengths established in the networks,
as shown in Fig. 12. minLP/minW L result in most traffic
hops in the networks, as they try to reuse as much lightpaths
or wavelengths as possible regardless traffic hops, as shown
in Fig. 12, they establish least wavelengths compared with
other strategies. minHop and C − Hop achieve a balance
between traffic hops and the established wavelengths in the
networks. And the traffic hops of minHop are slightly higher

In this paper, we investigated the deterministic latency
bound based network slice deployment problem. First, We introduced an SNC-based method to determine the relationships
between traffic arrivals, QoS requirements, and the amount of
required resources. We apply SNC to derive the amount of
resources needed for a network slice given a specific traffic
distribution and E2E service latency requirement. Then, with
the amount of required resources, we propose an effective
algorithm to deploy network slices into IP-over-WDM metro
aggregation networks to minimize network bandwidth resources utilization. The performance of the proposed algorithm
with three objectives is evaluated, and encouraging results
were obtained. Finally, the results indicate that the proposed
strategy will help network service providers improve resource
efficiency according to different optimization objectives while
ensuring the QoS requirements. In the future, we will further study the deterministic traffic flow scheduling including
queuing configuration and time slot scheduling, and provide
a more accurate timing analysis to evaluate the proposed
scheduling strategy. Then, we combine the deterministic traffic
flow scheduling with network slicing to enable the networks
with deterministic performance guarantee for the time critical
applications in 5G and beyond 5G.
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